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ABSTRACT: Peptides that specifically bind to polyetherimide (P-
EI) were selected, characterized, and used for the noncovalent
modification of the PEI surface. The peptides were successfully
identified from a phage-displayed peptide library. A chemically-
synthesized peptide composed of the Thr-Gly-Ala-Asp-Leu-Asn-
Thr sequence showed an extremely high binding constant for the
PEI films (5.6�108 M-1), which was more than three orders of
magnitude greater than that for the reference polystyrene films. The
peptide was biotinylated and immobilized onto the PEI films to
further immobilize streptavidin (SAv). The amount of SAv bound
depended on the density of immobilized peptide. It gradually increased with an increasing density of immobilized peptide and
achieved a maximum (2.1 pmol cm-2) at a peptide density of 19.8 pmol cm-2. The ratio of peptide used for immobilizing SAv at the
maximum value was only 11%, and was partially due to the low accessibility of SAv to the biotin moieties on the PEI films. Moreover,
the amount of SAv bound gradually decreased at higher peptide densities, suggesting that the clustering of the peptides also inhibited
the binding of SAv. Furthermore, peptides on the PEI films promoted the uniform immobilization of SAv with less structural
denaturing. The immobilized SAv was able to further immobilize probe DNA to hybridize with its complementary DNA. These
present results suggest that the density of immobilized peptide has a great impact on the surface modifications using polymer-
binding peptides.
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’ INTRODUCTION

Creating the desired interfaces between artificial materials and
organisms has become increasingly important in modern science
and technology. Several surface modification techniques includ-
ing covalent and noncovalent methods have been employed.
Among these various methods, self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs) are often used for surface modifications both practically
and experimentally, since they are one of the simplest methods to
produce a wide variety of surfaces with well-defined composi-
tions on substrates.1-3 Many kinds of monolayers can be
prepared by changing the adsorbate/substrate combinations,
such as fatty acid monolayers on metal oxides,4,5 organosilicon
derivative monolayers on hydroxylated surfaces,6 organosulfur
monolayers on metals,7 or semiconductors,8 and alkyl mono-
layers on hydrogen-terminated silicon.9 Furthermore, with the
development of various kinds of SAMs, biomolecules such as
DNA,10-13 protein,14-19 and carbohydrate20-23 were immobilized
onto these surfaces to study molecular recognitions. One of the
most commonly investigated SAMs is biotin-terminated-SAMs
of alkanethiolates on gold to immobilize streptavidin (SAv).24-29

The biotin-SAv system has expanded the applications of SAMs to
study the molecular recognition of biomolecules on material
surfaces, and to develop protein chips, protein microarrays, and
biosensors. However, most of these studies employ SAMs created
on inorganic materials because of the limitations on adsorbate/
substrate combinations. If one could extend this to other materials,
then it would broaden the range of technical applications and our
knowledge of molecular recognition at surfaces.

Material-binding peptides (MBPs) are expected to be a candi-
date for constructing well-regulated interfaces on the desired
materials. In past decades, various inorganic/organic MBPs have
been screened from combinatorial peptide libraries displayed on
phages and cell surfaces.30-33 Recent studies have revealed that
these MBPsmight have specific structures that recognize regularly
distributed atoms or functional groups at the material surface, thus
leading to specific affinities.34-41 Notably, a gold-binding peptide
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was well-characterized, and its adsorption and assembly pro-
cesses on the Au surface were described in detail,42 demonstrat-
ing that MBPs would be promising tools for constructing
material surfaces with desired functions. In fact, many MBPs
have already been applied as non-covalently bound linkers
for molecular building blocks in nanotechnology such as the
attachment of proteins,43-47 cells,48-50 inorganic particles,51-53

and polyethylene glycol.54,55 Although there are many applica-
tions using MBPs as surface modifiers, it still has not been
demonstrated in detail that how the peptide density affects the
surface modification of materials, which is fundamentally im-
portant.

We selected polyetherimide (PEI, Figure 1), an engineering
plastic (EP), as a target material for surface modification,
considering its biomedical applications. Because of their excellent
physico-chemical characteristics, EP-based materials, which are
already used widely in advanced industries, have been attractive
candidates for replacing metallic materials, and thus have been
increasingly employed as biomaterials for trauma, orthopedic,
and spinal implants.56 For this reason, many commercially avail-
able EPs such as PEI and polyaryletherketones have been
evaluated both in vitro57-60 and in vivo.61,62 For example, bio-
compatibility studies on PEI revealed good cell attachment and
growth,57,59 and a low immune response.61 Regulating these biolo-
gical responses as well as adding another function at the EP surface is
a key step in successful advanced biomaterials development. For this
purpose, several surface modification techniques, such as chemical
processes63-67 and plasma treatments,68-70 have already been
employed. However, these treatments will change the chemical
structure of the EP surfaces. There is a growing need for new
modification strategies that enable the rapid and easy functional-
ization of a pristine surface. Thus, identifying EP-binding pep-
tides which may act as linkers for surface modification is
important for further applications.

Here, we report the selection and characterization of peptides that
specifically bind to PEI, and their applications as surfacemodifiers. A
PEI-binding peptide was identified from a phage-displayed peptide
library. Its binding affinity as well as its suitable terminus for
introducing a biotin moiety was demonstrated. The biotinylated
peptide was immobilized onto PEI films at various densities, and the
subsequent immobilization of SAv was evaluated. Furthermore, the
immobilized SAv was observed by atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM),
structurally analyzed by attenuated total reflection infrared (ATR-
IR) spectroscopy, and used for the immobilization of probeDNA to
further observe the hybridizationwith complementaryDNA.Toour
knowledge, this is the first report demonstrating the noncovalent
immobilization of functional proteins on polymer surfaces via
polymer-binding peptides.

’EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. PEI (Ultem 1000,Mn = 12 000,Mw/Mn = 2.5, GE Plastic)
was kindly provided by Fuji Electric Holdings. Polystyrene (PS, Mn = 64
000, Mw/Mn = 1.02) was purchased from Polysciences, and used as the
reference polymer. PEI and PS films were prepared by spin-coating from a
chloroform solution onto a substrate. Unless otherwise stated, thermally

non-treated (as-prepared) films were used. SAv, biotinylated probe DNA
(biotin 50-TACGCCACCAGCTCC-30), and targetDNA(50-GGAGCT
GGTGGCGTA-30) that has a fully complementary sequence to the probe
DNA were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Biopanning. Biopanning was performed following a previous

report.38 Briefly, PEI films with a thickness of ∼35 nm were prepared
on glass substrates. A 1.2� 1010 plaque forming unit (pfu)/ 30 μL
aliquot of phage library solution (New England Biolabs) in Tris-buffered
saline (TBS, 50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) was mounted
onto the PEI films and incubated for 1 h at ambient temperature.
Unbound phages were removed by rinsing the films five times with 150
μL of TBS. The bound phages were eluted by mounting 20 μL of the
elution buffer (0.5 M glycine-HCl, 1 mg mL-1 bovine serum albumin,
pH 2.2) onto the films for 15 min at ambient temperature. The eluted
phage solution was neutralized with 7.5 μL of Tris-buffer (1MTris-HCl,
pH 9.1). The phages were amplified by infecting to Escherichia coli strain
ER2738, and purified by a polyethylene glycol/NaCl solution to use for
the next round of biopanning. Here, four rounds of biopanning were
repeated, followed by the cloning and DNA sequencing of the phages.
Phage Binding Analysis. The binding capabilities of the selected

phage clones were examined by titer count analysis. A phage solution (30
μL, 500 pM inTBS)was incubated with a PEI pellet, of which the surface
area was 35 mm2, for 1 h at ambient temperature. After rinsing with TBS
five times, the bound phages were eluted by 20 μL of the elution buffer
for 15 min at ambient temperature. The eluted phage solution was
neutralized in the same manner as described above, and the phage
amount was determined by titer count analysis, which quantified the
number of eluted phages.
Peptide Synthesis. Peptides with a free N terminus and an

amidated C terminus were prepared by solid-phase peptide synthesis
using standard 9-fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-based procedures
as previously reported.71 The peptide chains were assembled on a
NovaSyn TGR resin (amino group 0.22 mmol g-1) using Fmoc amino
acid derivatives (3 equiv) in the presence ofN,N-diisopropylethylamine
(6 equiv), O-benzotriazole-N,N,N0 ,N0-tetramethyl-uronium-hexafluoro-
phosphate (3 equiv), and 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (3 equiv) in a N-
methylpyrrolidone (NMP)/N,N-dimethylformamide mixed solvent for
coupling, and using 20 % piperidine in NMP for Fmoc group removal.
To cleave the peptide from the resin and to remove the side chain
protecting groups, the resin was treated with trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)/
triisopropylsilane/water (95/2.5/2.5) for 2 h. The mixture was filtered
to remove the resin and cooled diethyl ether was added to precipitate the
peptide. The precipitate was dried and purified by reverse-phase high-
performance liquid chromatography (ELITE LaChrom, HITACHI
High-Technologies) using a C18 column (COSMOSIL 5C18-AR-
300, 20� 250 mm, Nacalai Tesque) with a linear gradient of aceto-
nitrile/0.03% TFA at a flow rate of 6 mL min-1. The peptides were
identified by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight
mass spectrometry (Autoflex II TOF/TOF, Bruker Daltoniks) using R-
cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as a matrix. For the synthesis of biotiny-
lated peptides, the same methodologies were employed using Fmoc-
glutamic acid γ-biotinylated through a mono(propylene glycol) and
di(ethylene glycol) spacer (N-R-Fmoc-N-γ-(N-biotinyl-3-(2-(2-(3-
aminopropyloxy)-ethoxy)-ethoxy)-propyl)-L-glutamine, Supporting In-
formation Figure S1).
SPR Analysis. A Biacore X (GE Healthcare) was used for the SPR

analyses, following our previous study.72 PEI films with a thickness of
∼10 nm were prepared onto gold-coated glass slides (SIA Kit Au, GE
Healthcare), and set on the SPR apparatus. HBS-N (10 mM HEPES
buffer containing 150mMNaCl, pH 7.4, GEHealthcare) was flowed at a
rate of 20 μL min-1 at 25 �C during the experiment. After more than 3 h
of HBS-N flow, freshly prepared peptide solutions were applied to the
PEI films for 180 sec (association), and then the peptide solutions were
exchanged to a peptide-free buffer for 780 sec (dissociation). To evaluate

Figure 1. Chemical structure of PEI (Ultem 1000).
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the slow dissociation precisely, the dissociation time was set longer than
in our previous study72 and baseline corrections (see the Supporting
Information for details) were applied. The resulting sensorgrams at 4
concentrations were analyzed by global fitting using BIAevaluation
software version 4.1. This program simultaneously fits all sensorgrams,
including association/dissociation processes and responses due to rapid
changes in the bulk refractive indices when the association/dissociation of
the peptide starts, and estimates the association (k1) (M-1 s-1) and
dissociation (k-1) (s

-1) rate constants. The binding constant (Ka) (M
-1)

was calculated byKa = k1/k-1. The fitting results evaluated by the chi-square
value (an index of fitting reliability) and standard errors of k1 and k-1 are
summarized in Supporting InformationTables S1 and S2. All the chi-square
values were less than 9.8, indicating satisfactory evaluation of the peptide
binding. Values of less than 10 are considered to be acceptable according to
the BIAevaluation handbook. Standard errors were small enough to discuss
the values obtained.

For the immobilization of SAv, biotinylated PEI-binding peptides
were immobilized onto PEI films, and then after 5 min of HBS-N flow,
the SAv solution (250 nM inHBS-N) was applied for 2 min at a flow rate
of 5 μL min-1 at 25 �C. After the SAv immobilization, probe DNA
immobilization (1 μM in HBS-N, 2 min) and target DNA hybridization
(1 μM in HBS-N, 5 min) were performed.
Film Characterization. The fluorescence spectra of PEI films

(∼10 nm thick) on slide glass (Matsunami Glass) were excited at 350
nm and recorded on a spectrofluorometer (FP-6500, Jasco). The slit
width was set to 5 nm for both excitation and emission. The static
contact angle of the PEI films (∼10 nm thick) on Si wafers (0.60-0.65
mm thickness, Sumco) was measured in water with a commercial
apparatus (CA-X, Kyowa Interface Science). After the PEI films were
conditioned in water or in a peptide solution, 3 μL of sessile air bubbles
were attached to the underside of the PEI films in water using a
microsyringe. The bubble shapes were captured by monitor and the
contact angles were calculated. The topologies of the PEI films were
visualized by non-contact mode AFM (SPM-9600, Shimadzu) in air
using a silicon cantilever (PointProbe, NCH, resonance frequency 320
kHz, force constant 42 N m-1, NanoWorld). The changes in the film
thickness of the PEI films were measured by scratching-mode AFM
(SPM-9600, Shimadzu) in air and in HBS-N using a silicon nitride
cantilever (OMCL-TR800PSA-1, spring constant 0.57 Nm-1, Olympus).
All AFM images were flattened using software supplied by Shimadzu
without further image processing.
ATR-IR Analysis. The ATR-IR spectra of SAv immobilized on PEI

films were obtained using the refractive surface of a 100 nm-thick gold-
coated poly(ethylene terephthalate) substrate (Tanaka PreciousMetals)
with a Spectrum One apparatus (Perkin-Elmer) in air at ambient
temperature. The interferograms were co-added 50 times, and were
Fourier transformed at a resolution of 4 cm-1.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Peptide Screening against PEI Films. Peptides with an affinity
for PEI films were screened by phage display technology. After four
rounds of biopanning, the amino acid sequences of the 7-mer pe-
ptides displayed on phage clones were determined (Table 1). Five
different sequences (c1-c5) from16 randomly-pickedphage clones
were determined. The sequence of c1 appeared 10 times, and shared
a high degree of homology with c2. To confirm that the selection of
these phage clones was not the result of differences in their growth
rates, an amplification study was performed.48 Each clone was
incubated in a bacterial culture, and was amplified for 5 h. Except
for c3 and c4, other clones showed a similar growth rate to the library
and wild type phages (Supporting Information Figure S2), suggest-
ing the possibility that the phage clone specific for PEI, such as c1
(see below), was successfully selected by the biopanning process. In

fact, it has been reported that c4 is unfavorably amplified during the
biopanning process.73

The amount of each phage clone bound was investigated by
phage binding analysis. The amount of c1 and c2 phage clones
bound to PEI pellets was more than six-fold greater than that of
the original library andwas three-fold greater than that of the wild
type phage. The c3-c5 phage clones also appeared, but the
amounts bound were obviously smaller than the c1 and c2 phage
clones. Thus, we selected the sequences of c1 and c2 to analyze
the binding affinities in detail using chemically-synthesized 7-mer
peptides. The chemically synthesized peptides of the c1 and c2
sequences were named p1 and p2, respectively.
Affinities of Chemically-Synthesized Peptides. The affi-

nities of p1 and p2 for PEI films were successfully detected by
highly sensitive SPR measurements. Figure 2 shows a typical
example of a SPR sensorgram composed of the association and
dissociation processes of p1 for the PEI films at four concentra-
tions. The initial drastic increases in resonance units (RU) can be
attributed to a change in the refractive index of the bulk solution,
and are not due to p1 association. Next, a gradual RU increase,
which could be quantitatively attributed to a p1 association, was
observed. The subsequent replacement of the p1 solution by the
buffer resulted in a drastic RU decrease, which was also the result
of a refractive index change, and thus adequate amount of p1
remained. It was obvious that the amounts of p1 bound to the
PEI films at a given time point increased with increasing p1
concentration, which simply reflects the fact that mass transfer to
a surface is dependent on solution concentration.
The kinetic parameters and the Ka values of p1 and p2 are

summarized inTable 2. TheKa of p1 for the PEI filmswas estimated

Table 1. Amino Acid Sequence of Selected Phage Clones and
their Amounts Bound

clone frequencya sequenceb amounts boundc/103 pfu

c1 10/16 TGADLNT 33( 4

c2 1/16 TRADLNT 35( 3

c3 2/16 SPQMTLS 13( 12

c4 2/16 HAIYPRH 14( 7

c5 1/16 AQSETAP 9( 5

Lib 5( 2

wild type no displayed peptide 10( 6
a Frequencies for the same clone in all of the isolated clones after 4
rounds of biopanning. bBold: sequence homology. cEstimated by
phage binding analysis. For all samples n = 3. The error bars
represent the standard deviation.

Figure 2. SPR sensorgrams of p1 for PEI films at various concentra-
tions. 2 and 1 indicate the points at which the injection of the p1
solution started and ended, respectively.
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to be 5.6�108 M-1, which was much larger than that of p2 (2.0�
105 M-1). The k-1 of p1 (6.8�10-9 s-1) was extremely small,
resulting in an exceptionally large Ka as compared with short
peptides, which were reported as peptides that bound to other
synthetic polymers72,74 and inorganic compounds.75,76 As com-
pared with synthetic polymers previously used for peptide
screening, the chemical structure of PEI is relatively complicated
and rigid. In addition, the molecular size of a single repeating unit
of PEI is relatively larger and is comparable to that of p1
(Supporting Information Figure S3). This might suggest that a
p1 bound to a PEI unit with a smaller entropic loss because of the
relatively rigid structure of the PEI unit, and with a larger enthalpy
gain due to the multiple interactions of the p1 side chains with the
functional groups of the PEI unit. The Gibbs free energy of
p1 binding (-11.9 kcal/mol) calculated from the Ka using the
relationship ΔGads = -RT ln Ka C (R = molar gas constant, T =
temperature, C = 1M as the standard concentration)76 was slightly
greater than the alkanethiolate SAMs on gold.77 Moreover, the
bound peptides were stable even after washing with a 2 M NaCl
solution (Supporting Information Figure S4). Thus, p1 exhibited
sufficient affinity to construct p1-modified PEI surfaces in
aqueous solution.
Furthermore, the Ka of p1 for the target PEI films was more

than three orders of magnitude greater than that for the reference
PS films (1.2�105 M-1). On the other hand, the Ka of p2 for the
target PEI films (2.0�105 M-1) was slightly greater than that for
the reference PS films (4.9�104 M-1). These results indicated
that p1 was a unique peptide that binds to PEI much more
strongly than to PS. Both PEI and PS have benzene ring and alkyl
groups, but PEI also contains ether and imide groups. In contrast,
p1 does not contain aromatic amino acids which may interact
strongly with the benzene ring of PEI and PS by π-π interac-
tions, but contains amino acids such as Thr, Asp, and Asn, which
can form hydrogen bonds with the ether and imide groups of PEI.
Thus, hydrogen bonding of theses amino acids might be essential
for binding to PEI. In addition, the second amino acid Gly from
N terminus of p1 might be important for suppressing dissocia-
tion and distinguishing PEI from PS, because substituting Arg for
Gly greatly raised the k-1 value for the PEI films and decreased the
peptide specificity (see p2 in Table 2).
To understand more about the binding of p1 to PEI, the

affinity of p1 for thermally treated PEI films was analyzed. The
thermally treated PEI films were prepared by annealing under
vacuum for 24 h at 503 K, which was more than 10 K higher
than the glass transition temperature (490 K) of PEI. The Ka of
p1 for the thermally treated films was estimated to be 4.4�10-4

M-1, which was more than four orders of magnitude smaller

than that for the as-prepared PEI films (the target in this
study). Since the peptide and the polymer used in this experi-
ment were the same, the aforementioned difference in the Ka

values must be attributed to the structural difference in the PEI
surfaces before and after thermal treatment. It has been
reported that the degree of molecular aggregation or stacking
of PEI segments is strongly influenced by the thermal history.78

In addition, PEI was simulated to be energetically stable when
the two heterocyclic imide groups were partially aligned
parallel to each other.79 Therefore, the thermal treatment is
considered to induce aggregation of PEI segments at the film
surface. In fact, fluorescence spectra of the thermally non-
treated and treated PEI films supported the aggregation of PEI
after thermal treatment (Supporting Information Figure S5).
The strong fluorescence emission of the PEI films recorded
after excitation at 350 nm can be interpreted as charge transfer
interactions of intermolecular segments.80 After thermal treat-
ment, a red shift of the emission was observed, suggesting the
greater aggregation state of the PEI chains. Therefore, the
smaller Ka of p1 for the thermally treated PEI films might be
attributed to less accessibility of p1 to PEI segments due to
aggregation of PEI segments.
It is important to determine the essential part of the peptide

for binding in order to conjugate with foreign molecules without
losing its original binding affinity.71 Three p1 derivatives named
s-p1, 3G-p1, and p1-3G were synthesized and analyzed in the
same manner to reveal which terminus of p1 is more important
for binding (Table 2). s-p1 represents peptide that the primary
sequence of p1 has been shuffled. 3G-p1 and p1-3G represent
peptides that three amino acids from the N and C termini of p1
substituted by Gly, respectively. The shuffling of p1 sequence
greatly raised the k-1 value (see s-p1 in Table 2), resulting in a Ka

four orders of magnitude smaller than the original p1. Since the
amino acid components of both peptides were the same, the
importance of the primary sequence was clearly highlighted. The
Gly substitution of p1 sequence also raised the k-1 value (see p1-
3G and 3G-p1 in Table 2), indicating a strong contribution of
each amino acid for binding. However, the amino acid near the N
terminus of p1 might be relatively important, because the Ka of
p1-3G (2.8� 104 M-1) was slightly larger than that of 3G-p1
(7.7�103 M-1). Further experiments on biotinylated peptides
supported the importance of the N terminus of p1.
TheC andN termini of p1 were biotinylated (named p1-B and

B-p1), respectively, and the Kas of these peptides to the PEI films
were similarly estimated to be 1.6�105 M-1 and 9.1�103 M-1,
respectively (Table 3). Unfortunately, the k-1 values of both
biotinylated peptides were greatly increased by biotinylation, and
therefore, the Ka values decreased as compared with that of p1.
Since each amino acid of p1 was found to be essential for binding
to the PEI films with an extremely high Ka as discussed above,
introducing a biotin moiety and a spacer, which would not
contribute to the binding, might interfere and weaken the
interaction between the peptide and the PEI films. On the other

Table 2. Kinetic Parameters of the Peptides for the PEI Films

peptide sequence k1/M
-1 s-1 k-1/s

-1 Ka/M
-1

p1 TGADLNT 3.8 6.8� 10-9 5.6� 108

(14)a (3.1� 10-4)a (4.4� 104)a

(19)b (1.5� 10-4)b (1.2� 105)b

s-p1c TNDTLAG 5.4 1.5� 10-4 3.5� 104

p1-3G TGADGGG 4.6 1.7� 10-4 2.8� 104

3G-p1 GGGDLNT 1.7 2.3� 10-4 7.7� 103

p2 TRADLNT 6.4 3.3� 10-5 2.0� 105

(7.4)b (1.5� 10-4)b (4.9� 104)b

a For the thermally treated PEI films. b For the PS films. c Sequence of
p1 was scrambled.

Table 3. Kinetic Parameters of the Biotinylated p1 for the
PEI Films

peptide k1/M
-1 s-1 k-1/s

-1 Ka/M
-1

p1-Ba 57 3.6� 10-4 1.6� 105

B-p1b 3.2 3.5� 10-4 9.1� 103

aC terminus of p1 was biotinylated. bN terminus of p1 was
biotinylated.
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hand, the binding constant of p1-B was greater than that of B-p1,
implying that the C terminal modification was better for binding
to the PEI films. In other words, the N terminal biotinylation
strongly interfered with the original affinity of p1, because the N
terminus of p1 is more important for binding, as discussed above.
Although the biotinylation of p1 greatly affected the original
affinity, the appropriate terminus for biotinylation minimized the
influence. These results are consistent with a previous study
which reported that the opposite terminus of the binding motif
was suitable for conjugating foreign molecules to maintain the
original affinity of the peptide.71

Immobilization of SAv via p1-B on PEI Films. On the basis
of the observation that the C terminus of p1 is more suitable for
conjugating a biotin moiety, p1-B (Figure 3a) was immobilized
onto PEI films to further immobilize SAv (the p1-B-immobilized
PEI films was named PEIp1-B and the other conditions were
named similarly). For better accessibility of the SAv to the biotin
moieties at the PEI surfaces, a biotinylated peptide was designed
to have a glutamine and an ethylene glycol spacer between p1 and
the biotin moiety, which resembles typical compounds used in
biotin terminated-SAMs of alkanethiolates on gold.24-29

Figure 3b shows typical examples of SPR sensorgrams ob-
tained when SAv bound onto PEIp1-B films. The amount of SAv
bound was regarded as the difference in the RU between the
baseline and 120 sec after buffer exchange. The RU value was
converted to peptide density (pmol cm-2), assuming that a SPR
angle shift of 1� (= 10000 RU) corresponds to ∼1 μg cm-2, as
previously reported.81 The larger increase in the amount of SAv
bound onto the PEIp1-B films (2.1 pmol cm-2) as compared to
SAv absorbed onto the PEIp1 films (0.3 pmol cm-2) suggested
that the SAvwasmainly immobilized via p1-B. The concentration
of SAvwas optimized at 250 nM.When using a lower concentration
(50 nM), the amount of SAv bound on the PEIp1-B films was
smaller, indicating that some biotin moieties which could bind to
SAv were left unbound. When using a higher concentration (500
nM), the amount of SAv bound on the PEIp1-B films was almost
saturated, and a larger amount of nonspecific adsorption was
observed (Supporting Information Figure S6). Thus, 250 nM
SAv seemed suitable to immobilize SAv by biotin-SAv specific
interactions with small amount of nonspecific adsorption.
Effects of Peptide Density at the PEI Surface on the

Immobilization of SAv. Figure 3c (closed circles) shows the
amount of SAv immobilized onto PEI films at various p1-B
densities. The amount of SAv bound was dependent on the
density of the immobilized p1-B, and showed a bell-shaped
profile. Initially, the amount of SAv bound increased gradually
with increasing density, and achieved a maximum (2.1 pmol
cm-2) at a peptide density of 19.8 pmol cm-2. In fact, only 11 %
of the immobilized p1-B was used for SAv binding at the
maximum, when one assumed that a SAv molecule bound to a
single molecule of p1-B. This percentage suggests that there are
still enough biotin molecules for the binding of SAv, but that they
did not work for several reasons: (i) some of the p1-Bmight be in
an orientation that was less accessible to bind with SAv, (ii) a
clustering of some of the biotin moieties might hinder the
binding of SAv (see next paragraph), or (iii) some of the p1-B
might be embedded inside the water swollen layer of the PEI
surface (see the characterization of PEI films). It is likely that a
combination of these three factors is responsible for the unavail-
ability of some of the biotin moieties.
Moreover, the amount of SAv bound at a higher p1-B density

gradually decreased. Similar trends were also reported when using
biotin-terminated SAMs on gold.27-29 It was concluded that the
binding of SAv was sterically hindered on the monolayer of biotin
terminated-SAMs of alkanethiolates and that the dilution of the
biotinylated thiol is required to obtain good SAv binding. Unfortu-
nately, it was difficult to visualize the peptide clustering by AFM
possibly because p1-B is partially embedded in the PEI films.
However, when the same amount of immobilized p1-B was spaced
by p1, it resulted in an increase in the amount of SAv bound
(Figure 3c, open circles), supporting the clustering of p1-B. In
fact, it has been reported that gold-binding peptides also formed
nuclei when bound on a gold surface.42

On the other hand, the surface coverage of p1-B and SAv was
estimated by considering their molecular dimensions and assum-
ing their contact faces. The p1 moiety of p1-B was assumed
to bind to the PEI films with a contact area of 1.0 � 2.0 nm2,
as determined by molecular mechanic (MM2) simulation
(ChemBio3D Ultra, version 11.0, CambridgeSoft) starting from
the extended chain conformation, and the two biotin-binding
pockets of SAv were assumed to face the PEI films with a contact
area of 4.2� 5.6 nm2.82 As a result, the coverage of SAv reached a
maximum (30 %), when the coverage of p1-B at a peptide density

Figure 3. (a) Chemical structure of p1-B. (b) Typical SPR sensorgrams
for the binding of SAv (250 nM) to PEIp1-B (solid line) and PEIp1
(dashed line) films. The parentheses indicates the amount of immobi-
lized peptide (pmol cm-2) before applying the SAv solution. 2 and 1
indicate the points at which the injection of SAv solution started and
ended, respectively. (c) The amount of SAv bound on PEIp1-B films at
various peptide densities (closed circle). Open circle: p1-B was im-
mobilized together with p1 (the amounts of p1-B and p1 were assumed
to be 61.2 pmol cm-2 and 177.7 pmol cm-2, respectively, considering
each peptide concentration of mixture solution).
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of 19.8 pmol cm2 was 24 %, suggesting that both the p1-B and the
SAv were immobilized as monolayers.
The PEI films were characterized by measuring their film

thickness and contact angle to explore the possibility that
peptides might be embedded inside the water swollen layer of
the PEI surface. The thickness of the PEI films was measured
directly in air and in buffer. Supporting Information Figure S7
shows topographic images of the PEI films scratched by a
cantilever. As a result, the thickness of the PEI films after 4 h
of conditioning (10.5 ( 0.3 nm) became obviously thicker than
that measured in air (9.0( 0.1 nm), suggesting that the PEI films
swelled with buffer. In addition, the static contact angles of the
PEI films measured in water using air bubble increased from
100.7( 1.1� to 109.8( 0.7� after 4 h of conditioning, indicating
that the film surfaces became more hydrophilic, possibly because
of water swelling. Furthermore, the angle of the PEI films after
p1-B immobilization (1 mM, 30 min) remained constant. There-
fore, the surface-immobilized p1-B might be partially embedded
inside the water swollen layer of the PEI surface.
Characterization of Immobilized SAv. It is important to

characterize the immobilized SAv to investigate the immobiliza-
tion of biomolecules and to further study molecular recognition
at the surfaces. AFM was used to visualize the SAv immobilized
onto the PEI film via p1-B, as well as the SAv physically adsorbed
onto the PEI films as references (Figure 4). Note that the amount
of SAv immobilized was controlled to be approximately the same
as the peak value by controlling the amount of immobilized
peptide, and that a higher concentration of SAv (10 μM) was
needed to physically adsorb the SAv onto the PEI films. AFM

images of the PEI films before and after p1-B immobilization
showed little change (Supporting Information Figure S8), but
after SAv immobilization, dot-like patterns were observed which
were interpreted to be SAv molecules. The AFM images sug-
gested that the SAv immobilized via p1-B was uniformly dis-
tributed as monolayer, although the physically adsorbed SAv was
aggregated on the PEI films.
Structural analysis of the SAv was performed by ATR-IR,

following a previous study83 (Figure 5). ATR-IR spectra at the
amide I band (1600-1700 cm-1) are often used to analyze the
denaturation of proteins, since it is sensitive to their secondary
structures. The peak wavenumber of SAv immobilized onto the
PEI films via p1-B was observed at 1652.8 ( 0.4 cm-1, which is
lower than that of SAv physically adsorbed onto the PEI films
(1665.5 ( 0.1 cm-1). A previous study suggests that the amide I
band shifts to a relatively higher wavenumber with increasing
random-coil content.84,85 Accordingly, the aforementioned ob-
servations suggest that the SAv physically adsorbed onto the PEI
films are relatively denatured as compared with SAv immobilized
onto the PEI films via p1-B. Thus, the suppression of denatura-
tionmight be attributed to the stepwise immobilization of SAv by
using the peptide.
DNA Hybridization on PEI Films. The applications of SAv

immobilized onto PEI films to further immobilize a probe DNA
and to observe the subsequent hybridization with the target DNA
were demonstrated. Supporting Information Figure S9 shows a
SPR sensorgram of the sequential binding of SAv (250 nM,
2min), probeDNA(1μM,2min), and targetDNA (1μM, 5min)
on the PEIp1-B films. The binding of probe DNA and the sub-
sequent hybridization were detected as RU increases. The satu-
rated amount of probe DNA bound and the target DNA hybrid-
ized was estimated as the difference in the RU value between the
baseline before injection and the RU value after buffer exchange
(Table 4). The ratio of the amount of bound probe DNA
molecules to the amount of immobilized SAv molecules was
calculated at 1.5, suggesting that onemolecule of SAv immobilized
1.5 molecules of the probe DNA on average. This indicated that
77% of the biotin sites were used, assuming that the two biotin sites
permolecule were available.Moreover, the hybridization efficiency
calculated as the ratio of the amount of hybridized target DNA to
the amount of immobilized probe DNA was 95 %. Thus, it was
demonstrated that the SAv immobilized onto the PEI films via
p1-Bmaintained its biotin binding properties, and could be used for
observing DNA hybridization. Unfortunately, the immobilization of
probe DNA onto SAv on the PEI films was difficult to determine,

Figure 4. AFM images of SAv (a) immobilized onto PEI films via p1-B
and (b) physically adsorbed onto PEI films (10 μM, 5 min). Image size:
1 μm � 1 μm. Z-scale: 4 nm.

Figure 5. ATR-IR spectra of the SAv immobilized onto PEI films via p1-
B (solid line) and SAv physically adsorbed onto PEI films (10 μM, 5min,
dashed line). The peak values were 1652.8 ( 0.4 and 1666.5 ( 0.1,
respectively. The error bars represent the standard deviation.
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because a large dissociation of the SAv was observed at the same
time, suggesting that the probe DNA promoted the dissociation
of denatured SAv. Previous work suggests that an uniform and
well-ordered SAv film provides a well-controlled biotinylated
DNA assembly, which allows for high efficiency in target DNA
hybridization.86 Thus, the aforementioned results imply that the
SAv immobilized onto the PEI films via p1-B forms a well-
ordered monolayer, and may be useful to probe DNA assemblies
and hybridization assays.

’CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrated the selection and characterization of PEI-
binding peptides, and their application as surface modifiers.
Peptides that bind specifically to PEI films were successfully
identified from a phage-displayed peptide library. SPR analysis
revealed that the chemically-synthesized 7-mer peptide p1 (Thr-
Gly-Ala-Asp-Leu-Asn-Thr) had an extremely high binding con-
stant for the PEI films (5.6 � 108 M-1), which was more than
three orders of magnitude greater than for the reference PS films.
p1 was biotinylated and immobilized onto the PEI films to
further immobilize SAv. We found that several factors could
significantly affect the amount of SAv bound. It gradually in-
creased with an increasing density of immobilized p1-B, and the
appropriate density allowed for the maximum amount of SAv
bound. Most of the p1-B immobilized onto the PEI surface
showed low accessibility to bind with SAv. In addition, some of
the p1-B was suggested to be clustered, which resulted in a
decrease of the amount of SAv bound at high peptide density.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that the SAv immobilized via p1-
B onto the PEI films was uniformly distributed, and thus was able
to further immobilize probe DNA in order to observe hybridiza-
tion with complementary DNA. This is the first report identify-
ing and characterizing a PEI-binding peptide, and demonstrated
its potential as a surface modifier. The present study offered new
and significant insights into the modification of polymer surfaces
using MBPs. This could potentially lead to new techniques of
analyzing the molecular recognition of biomolecules on various
material surfaces.
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